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About This Game

Sqvishy is having a cheese-fueled nightmare, can you help poor puss parse fishtanks into oblivion?

Orginally designed as a virtual arcade machine minigame inside Big Robot's "The Light Keeps Us Safe", this standalone version
of Sqvishy is expanded and improved. Guide towering, tumbling fishtanks toward matching exit tiles in an increasingly frantic

fever-dream of puss-based-puzzling.

Sqvishy is a fast-paced action/puzzle game of visualization, forward-planning and sharp reflexes. Giant fishtanks spawn at the
edges of a randomly generated grid and begin to roll... By switching the directions of the grid tiles your puzzled-puss can guide

these colorful cages to matching exit tiles. For every fishtank freed you score a point, but for each one lost - either through
collision with another fishtank or by rolling onto an edge - a point is deducted. You must reach a certain number of points to

clear a level. There are six levels - newly generated each time you play - with exits, fishtank colors and spawns randomized. Find
a level of difficulty that suits you and get puzzling!

Features

Six Levels of Difficulty
Customizable Colors
Full Controller Support
Customizable Controls
Cosmic Rainbows!
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Sqvishy will soon be appearing in original minigame form inside "The Light Keeps Us Safe".
https://store.steampowered.com/app/853240/The_Light_Keeps_Us_Safe/
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Title: Sqvishy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
James Makes Games Ltd
Publisher:
James Makes Games Ltd
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Core i-3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 105 MB available space

English
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Nice game overall. not very challenging, interesting story.. While short and to the point, this game hits a lot of the right notes. I
liked the various endings that keep you guessing as to which might the "true" ending (if there even is one). I can easily see this
game being expanded into a multi-hour VN, but for now its more of a short story that leaves you thinking afterwards. Any fan
of thrillers/mysteries should play this game to help with a small craving.. At first, the game simply crashed. So I was about to
give up on it, when I remembered its Early Access. So I gave it another go, determined to not like it really based on it locking
my computer on a black screen. So yes I did have to restart the game a few times to progress through it.

I've now been sitting at my PC playing it none stop. Yes its unpolished. I have read some reviews stating they had issues with the
musical notes. I'm not a musician but the developers have left a note lying around on a table giving us a quick guide to musical
notes, so I did infact open the safe, which I grant you is annoying. I also did not find the paper until after I'd opened the safe (via
surfing the internet)

My main advice in this game is give it a chance, the storyline does grow and it is very in keeping with the atmosphere, there are
no over the top scares but its the subtle ones that will have your mind playing tricks on you. I don't need to tell you what the
game is about, you can read the description for that. You don't realise it but you are afraid to enter the next room do to the way
the game cleverly plays out. As an early access game I highly recommend it.

. i only got iron man space and scuba with red skull in suit..this said DLC said to have 40 charecters?. The game is very fun...
for about 5 minutes. There just isn't really that much to do. The one offical server never has anybody playing, and there are no
bots, so there is no reason to play the game right now... shame that such a great concept went to waste :(. I do not recommend
this game. This is because firstly, it's controls were created with mobile playing in mind, not computer. This causes trouble when
you try to scroll with your mouse which will provide an infinitesimal amount of help. Secondly, the amount of work you have to
do to earn money in the game is ridiculous. One click equals a ten thousandth of a bitcoin. At the beginning of your play session
the value of one bitcoin (in the game) is ~$12,000. That means one click equals ~1.2 dollars at that time. The cheapest upgrade
to buy is a GTX 1050ti for 750 in-game dollars. That graphics card in the game gives you 0.0005 bitcoin/minute. An
approximate average click-speed per second is ~6. So for 625 clicks, you receive 5 free clicks per minute. If you apply that
average 6 clicks per second without factoring fatigue for 625 clicks, it would take you 104 seconds. You can have about 10
graphics cards at one time, but their is yet another problem that happens with the GPU's. Thirdly, the game is saturated with
bugs. The biggest ones are when you TRY to replace a graphics card or processor. If you used up all of your GPU slots with
crappy GTX 1050ti's, you cannot swap them out for GTX 1080's, or any graphics card for that matter. You are stuck with your
0.005 free bitcoin/minute with all of this GPUs combined. Also, the game lets you downgrade your CPU! Another bad thing
about this game is that it is purely optimised for mobile gameplay, even though it is a desktop game! Although i am not even
half empty with the salt this game has provided me with, i have decided to give up on criticising it because i don't care enough
about it. I cannot recommend this game.. So, if you're a horror collector, this one isn't the worst or anything. It's a bad game, but
I didn't find it dull. Some of the sound design was alright, but it's a short experience that doesn't use its cheap qualities well, has
a few bugs, and turns out more silly than effective. It re-uses the same puzzle multiple times (and is the only puzzle in the
game), there's maybe two encounters with anything threatning, and most of it is just walking around bland-looking environments
while spooky sounds happen and you collect things. Still, could of been worse, found myself amused, and for $2 you could do a
lot worse, even in the first-person indie horror game scene. Not recommended if you want a good game, and thus why I don't
recommend it (much better alternatives), but in the end not offensively bad or anything, more... Silly-bad. Grammar and spelling
mistakes up the wazoo, the whole game is about a cursed mirror and you never see the mirror... I don't strongly dislike it, it's not
good, and I guess if you really want to experience it, then go for it. Just go in with the expectation that this isn't a good game,
and you may have a little dumb fun with it.
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Ok only a branchline...but nostalgia in game form. Rolling Cornwall countryside.....warm summer days, singing birds and GWR
stock....I love this, a great way to relax. I don't really play preset senarios much, but the ones in this seem nice, but it's a great
line to learn and run freeroam senarios. A simple short bit of mainline running through Truro to build AI trains passing through
and for AI trains running into senario to drive; with the rest of the branch to populate with stock. With it being quite short it
doesn't crash so easily by overloading with assets. So you can get a really nice selection of stock on if you've some nice DLC
from suppliers like SteamSounds, and still keep graphic settings high on a medium power computer. Of course, it's train sim, so
you have to accept graphics are hardly up to 2017 standards, and I can't help looks at the dockyard and the cranes and think
there is so much here that could have been done with modern game engine - but the docks do add interest for running. If you see
this on sale I can't think of a much better way of spending \u00a35 or \u00a36......heck you'd spend that on coffee and bun.
Hours of relaxation.. Hooked at first sight.. Love it, prestige, prestige and prestige all over again while u one man army through
the enemy team! GR8 Fun and multiplayer allows for replayabilty but lots of nooby and complaining players!
Campaign had an interesting storyline and twist, plus zombies is a must play with your friends!

I would r8 it 8/8 kwickscopes M8. I'm old enought to say this is great Cold War game !. it puts how artists think and work in to
context that shows you ways to improve in drawing new things.. I played 16 minutes exactly, just to realize that it's not worth it.
This game should be in early access for a while before going on sale in these poor conditions... Refund is coming. Full scaled
CCG for 5 bucks?! Definitely thumbs up :). I've played this in Korean back when it was released & translated-- the English
translation for this release is...not the best. I didn't have trouble running the game for the most part but I ended up playing
windowed mode as fullscreen causes game to lag pretty badly.

As for the game itself: Like many have said, not the best PM game, PM2 is far superior. I do kind of like the free-planning
schedule unlike the previous 2 games where you had to do it monthly. The game feels less structured & more fluid in some ways
with the events and tests, but also somewhat more restricting as they've taken out the RPG mini-games/court options. Also there
are a lot more contests that I can place last.

If the game runs smoothly it's not a bad game to play, but I would definitely recommend PM2 as the best in series.. This game
looked adorable. I am a fan of platform games, especially those that incorporate gravity bending or other strategic challenges.
Splasher is one of my favourites and I thought Gravity Leo may be similar to that.

I was disappointed to find the game doesn't seem to work properly. I suspect there may be a fundamental flaw in the control
mechanics. I couldn't advance past the beginning level, which was a very straightforward tutorial level. My character simply
couldn't jump high enough, even when using "boost" to jump on the next ledge. After numerous attempts and even trying the
keyboard controls, I couldn't get past this area.

Until this is fixed, the game is unplayable.
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